
Introduction to Tableau
Your new data analysis software



Data Visualization with Tableau

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5aujRuWtJo


Tableau Public Gallery

https://public.tableau.com/en-us/s/gallery


Import Data

Download the sample datafile “SuperStore_Data” and 
open it with your Tableau. 

You can choose different sheets from the excel file, e.g., 
“Orders”.

Once the file is open, check the data type first.



Check Data Type



Open “Sheet 1” and you will get to the 
following page. 

Measures are variables that can be 
calculated.

Dimensions are used to partition your 
measures (e.g., partition the data 
based on geographic locations).

<- Measures

<- Dimensions



Here, Sales is a measure.

Order date is a dimension.

We partition sales based on year of 
order.

You can also change the properties of 
your rows and columns.



Here, we use average 
sales instead of total 
sales, and use 
month/year partition 
instead of year 
partition. 



Adding Category As Another Classifier



Create Hierarchy

There are several subcategories within each product category (e.g., 
there are many kinds of furniture with the furniture category), and 
this information is kept as “subcategory”.

Now, drag “subcategory” to “category” and rename it as 
“products”.



Create Hierarchy

Then, you can display each product subcategories.



Apply Filters



Color Your Output

Suppose that you want to color your figure based on the profit of 
your products.

Drag profit to color.



Color Your Output



Apply Filters



Edit Colors



Edit Colors



Contrast Sales Data by Year

Drag Order Date to Color



YoY Growth by Editing Rows



Map Representation

Use Control Button to select multiple attribute “Country”, “State” 
and “Sales”.

Try different functions in show me panel on the right-hand side.



Map Representation



Map Representation



Map Representation

We can use profit to select the color of the 
circles in the map.

Moreover, we adjust the size of the 
circles.



Map Representation



Here, we want to 
calculate how the 
sales change over 
time.





We want to put both 
sales and sales 
change in a single plot.





Regression Analysis

Suppose that we want to run the following regression:

Profit = 𝑎 + 𝑏 Sales

Go to analytics page. Use sales as columns and profit as rows.

Set “dimensions” for each variable.









THE MOVIE DATASET



THE MOVIE DATASET

This dataset contains information for 2,476 movies for the last 20 
years, including their budget, domestic box office, international box 
office, actors, genre etc.

The original dataset can be found here.

https://www.kaggle.com/igorkirko/wwwboxofficemojocom-movies-with-budget-listed


Number of Movies by Year

Columns: Movie Year

Set “Movie Year” as discrete

Rows: CNT(Mojo_budget_data)

Set “Marks” to be “Bar”



Number of Movies by Year

Go to Analytics Menu.

Drag “Reference Line” to the Plot.

Similarly, you can add median to 
your plot.



Number of Movies by Year

Now we plot the confidence 
interval of the mean.

After dragging “Reference Line” to 
the Plot, change “Line only” to 
“Line and confidence interval”.

You can specify your CI.



Number of Movies by Year

Now we add colors to the plot.

After dragging “Reference Line” to 
the Plot, you can change colors 
under “Formatting”: “Fill above” 
and “Fill below”.

The color in the confidence band is 
darker than that outside.



Area Chart

Columns: Movie Year

Rows: Worldwide (SUM)

Show me: 



Area Chart

Columns: Movie Year

Rows: Worldwide (SUM)

Drag “Genre 1” to Color under 
Marks Menu.



Area Chart

Columns: Movie Year

Rows: Domestic (SUM) and 
International (SUM)

Select Area Chart



Area Chart

Right Click International
(Second Chart)

Choose “Dual Axis”



Area Chart

Right Click Domestic

Choose “Synchronize Axis”

Update Color on the right-hand 
side if you want



Genre Pie Chart

Columns: Genre 1

Rows: CNT(Mojo_budget_data)

Show me: 

Change “standard” (top) to “entire 
view”



Genre by Year

Columns: Movie Year (Discrete)

Rows: Genre 1 (you can choose genre 
2…as well)

Set “Marks” to Text

Drag Mojo_budget_data to Labels (or 
Text) under the Marks box



Genre by Year

Columns: Movie Year

Rows: Genre 1 (you can 
choose genre 2…as well)

Drag Mojo_budget_data to 
Color under the Marks box



Genre by Year

Columns: Movie Year

Rows: Genre 1 (you can 
choose genre 2…as well)

You can explore the settings 
under Marks (here we use 
circles). 



Worldwide Box Office Histogram

Columns: Worldwide

Choose             in “Show me”.   



Waterfall

Columns: Genre 1

Rows: Worldwide

Right click Worldwide, select Add Table 
Calculation. Then under Calculation 
Type, choose Running Total.



Waterfall

Under Data Menu, choose Create 
Calculate Field

Input the following calculation.

Click OK to proceed.



Waterfall

Under Analysis Menu, choose Create 
Calculate Field

Input the following calculation.

Click OK to proceed.



Waterfall

There is a new variable “-Worldwide”.

Under Marks, change Automatic to 
Gantt Bar.

Drag new variable “-Worldwide” to
“Size” under Marks.  



International vs. Domestic Box Revenue

Columns: Domestic

Rows: International

Set both variables as 
Dimension



International vs. Domestic Box Revenue

Columns: Domestic

Rows: International

Set both variables as 
Dimension

Change “Automatic” to 
“Density” under Marks



International vs. Domestic Box Revenue

Change “Automatic” to 
“Density” under Marks

Set Colors to “Density-
Multicolor” under Marks



Density Heatmap

In a density heatmap, in places 
where the observations are dense 
(i.e., many points in the area), the 
heatmap displays a warm color. In 
places where observations are sparse, 
the heatmap displays a cold color.



Regression Line

Here, we use budget as the 
independent variable (i.e., 
Column) and worldwide box 
office as the dependent variable 
(i.e., Row) and draw the 
regression line.  



Regression Line

Then, we change the figure to a 
density heatmap to make it look 
better. 



Regression Line

Click and edit the regression line.

Under Options menu, check 
“show confidence bands”.



Confidence Bands

Tableau confidence bands show upper and lower 95% confidence 
lines. That is, with probability 95%, your regression line falls 
within your confidence bands. You can visit the Wikipedia for the 
detailed description of the confidence bands (click here to visit 
Wikipedia page).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confidence_and_prediction_bands


Box and Whisker Plot



Box and Whisker Plot

Meaning of the box: 50% of the observations fall within the 
box (25% of the data are greater than the box limit and 25% are 
smaller than the box limit).

Line within the box: The median of your data.

The other two lines, called upper and lower Whisker, are more 
complex. For details, please refer the Wikipedia on this topic 
here.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Box_plot


Box and Whisker Plot

How to draw the Box and Whisker Plot?

Use Genre 2 as rows and Worldwide as columns.

Under Analysis (top bar), uncheck “Aggregate Measures”.

Under Show me, choose 



Actor/Actress Treemap

Columns: Main Actor 1

Rows: “Mojo_budget_data
(Count)” to Size

Check Treemap

You can filter the figure by 
Mojo_budget_data (Count)



Actor/Actress Word Cloud

Following the previous step, 
you can change “Automatic” 
to “Text” under the Marks 
box.

Again, you can use filters to 
only keep the frequent names.



Actor/Actress Word Cloud

Now, replace 
“Count(Mojo_budget_data)” 
by “Worldwide”.

Then, a bigger name means 
the actor/actress brings more 
box office worldwide.



Actor/Actress Word Cloud

And you can also color the 
actor/actress by his/her box 
office worldwide.

Drag “Worldwide” to color
and you will get this cloud.



Word Cloud by Tagul (Optional Topic)

https://wordart.com/


Dituhui.com Creating Maps for China (Optional Topic)




